Call for Creative Photography
ICVolunteers invites
photographers

Dear volunteers this is a unique opportunity to promote and enhance your
work through participation in an International Photo Exhibition at:

“La Galerie”, 17 rue de la Coulouvrenière, Geneva, Switzerland
from 7 to 30 October 2009

to share
their view and perspective to the topic

”Diverse Perspectives on the Environment,
Citizenship and Volunteering”
Introduction
ICVolunteers considers sustainable
development and its ecological dimension
a powerful engine for development and
well being for all. Climate change is a real
threat. It is time to act.

Conditions for participation
Your photographs will be evaluated based on:
•
•

relevance of the photographs in relation to the proposed theme
the artistic quality of your work from the perspective of originality,
composition, treatment of light, and aesthetics…
Format: jpg or tif
Quality: 300 px / inch
Minimal size: width or height 2000 px
Support: digital
Max. number of photos submitted: 5
Submission deadline: 10 September 2009
Texts: a brief bio about yourself
Address for submission:
volunteer@icvolunteers.org

Perspectives
We want to emphasize, through our projects, how much civil society can
contribute to good citizenship through volunteer activities and keen
knowledge of environmental issues. We wish to demonstrate that inaction is
no longer a valid option.
We want more awareness among young people on environmental issues.
At debates and cultural events, we will review the concerns of tomorrow, but
right now, we need to know and disseminate best practices for small, daily
ecological gestures that can have a large impact.
As part of the celebrations of its tenth anniversary, ICVolunteers is
launching a call for creative photography on the theme: Diverse
Perspectives on the Environment, Citizenship and Volunteering.

Selected photographs will be exhibited
along with works of internationally
recognized photographers and at all
events related to the exhibition,
ICVolunteers reserves the right to
published any and all photos received in
our various communication tools and on
the website. By agreeing to participate in
this event, you agree to send us
photographs, free of rights, thus
contributing significantly to raising
awareness.

Good luck to all and a
Big Thank You!
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